Addendum #3

Contract Number: UMA 16-17
Project Number: 15-1004684
Speedtype: 156087
Title: Brown and Cashin Finishes/Floor/Doors

The attention of the bidders submitting proposals for the above subject project is called to the following addendum to the specifications and drawings. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, addition, substitution, or clarifications, are all to be included in and form a part of the proposal submitted.

The number of this Addendum no (3) must be entered in the appropriate space “B. This bid includes addenda numbered (list all addenda) ____” found on Page 51 – Form For General Bid, and/or Page 59 - Form for Sub-Bid “B. This sub-bid includes addenda numbered (list all addenda) ____.

Item 1: Drawing A-2, DOOR SCHEDULE, DOOR 009 revise to read as follows

#009  3’-8” x 7’-10” x 1 3/4” single wood door, elevation C; existing metal frame to remain, repair existing cutouts; B label; Hardware set No 5

Item 2: Clarification; Spec section 087100, 4 of 16 2.02 Hinges E. indicates that hinges are to be heavy weight, but hardware sets indicate standard weight hinges.

All hinges are heavy weight

Item 3: Clarification; Verify where door heights are 7’-0” that there are to be 3 hinges per door.

Hardware set no 3, hinges 1 ½ pair

Item 4: Clarification; Hardware set 2 and 3 indicate Stanley Locksets L Series. Stanley does not make an L Series Locket, please advice if you are looking for mortise or cylindrical locksets at these Hardware Sets.

All lockets cylindrical.

Item 5: Drawing A-6 Brown House- Lobby Floor Replacement 2/A-6. The total square footage of existing brick and concrete to be removed is the same square footage as in the Cashin Lobby shown Drawing A-3; 2/A-3, First Floor Finish Plan; The area /quantity of tile is shown. The non-tile areas will be new exposed light weight concrete.

End of Addendum #3

By: John O. Martin
Director of Procurement